GoSilico is a well-established start-up company in Karlsruhe, Germany. We are a young and interdisciplinary team, driven by the idea of replacing laboratory experiments in the biopharmaceutical industry by simulation work. Our core product is the software ChromX, that is sold to biopharma companies worldwide. In addition to the software, GoSilico supports its customers with trainings, consulting and contract modeling services.

We are currently looking for engaged and self-reliant biotechnologists or related to join our team as a

**Project Engineer**

*(m/f)* in Karlsruhe, Germany.

---

**Your Job.**

As a project engineer, you’ll be supporting our customers from the biopharmaceutical industry in the implementation of our disruptive and novel simulation technology to downstream processing of biopharmaceuticals. You’ll be responsible for the successful execution of mutual pilot projects, which intend to showcase a first software application by means of a customer's purification process. Your job will be to introduce our simulation technology to new clients both on a theoretical and practical basis, and to provide intensive remote and on-site consultancy. Your responsibility covers the initiation, planning, risk management and execution of such pilot projects. During the entire project phase, you’ll also be responsible for monitoring, managing and documenting the project progress.

**Your Profile.**

Since you’ll be working in close collaboration with biopharma companies, a profound background in biotechnology and considerable experience in downstream processing of biopharmaceuticals are an essential requirement. This generally implies a master or PhD level or equivalent professional experience. Sound knowledge in modeling/simulation is also favorable. You’ll be the main contact person to our new customers. Strong communicative skills and fluency in English both written and spoken, as well as a high degree of organizational skills are therefore presupposed. A self-reliant, motivated and proactive working style is another essential precondition.

**Your Benefits.**

You will be working in an international, dynamic and growing start-up environment. Since we are a small company, everyone’s contribution is extremely valuable and highly appreciated. You will be granted with a high degree of responsibility from day one on. Flat hierarchies, as well as fast and direct communication channels make your daily work at GoSilico pleasant and fun.

**Start Date:** As soon as possible.

**Contact:** jobs@gosilico.com

---

We are looking forward to your application!